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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF STEADY AND NON-STEADY TWO- AND THREEDIMENSIONAL 

FLOW IN ANISOTROPIC AQUIFERS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SALT WATER 

INTRUSION PROBLEMS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper not so much stress will be laid upon salt water intrusion 

problems as well upon several methods to obtain analytical solutions 

of ground water flow problems in general, which , however, will be of 

particular interest for the analytical approach of salt water intrusion 

problems. 

These problems always arise from changes in the existing groundwater 

flow system, mostly caused by human activities, like abstraction of 

groundwater by means of pumping wells, digging building pits, land re

clamation, etc. 

For instance, if the shape of an upcohing salt-fresh water interface 

caused by a groundwater withdrawal must be predicted to a certain degree 

of exactness, a good knowledge of the stream- and potential lines 

governing the flow problem is ne~essary, whether phenomena like dis

persion, or the difference in density between fresh and salt or brack

ish water are ignored or not. If dispersion is taken into account, at 

first the groundwater velocity components must be determinated as 

functions of place and so.netimes of time before t hey are introduced in 

the differential equation that governs the dispersion phenomenon. If 

both the dispersion and the difference in density are neglected (the 

brackish groundwater flow thus considered as an ideal immiscible two

liquid flow) the ass~med sharp interface between fresh and brackish water 

must be determined . as a function of time and position. In all cases, 

however, at first a solution of the groundwater flow apart is required. 

Thus an important rule is: 

The basis of dealing with salt water intrusion problems is a good 

knowledge of the methods for solution of groundwater flow problems 

in general. 
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This seems to be self-evident. Nevertheless, it must be stated that 

many geohydrologists are quit e unfamiliar with the mathematical approach 

of groundwater problems with more than one dimension. 

Indeed, most problems concerning groundwater flow are dealt with in a 

one-dimensional way; that means that only horizontal flow in the aqui

fer towards wells, drains, canals, reservoirs, etc. is considered and 

if possible (and even if it is impossiblet) they are treated as station

ary problems. 

This is in a way understandable, because, if the problem is treated one

dimensionally and stationary, it is governed by a one-dimensional or 

ordinary differential equation, which in most cases can be solved easily 

and in fact in many geohydrological problems, when a steady state pre

sents itself and where for instance the magnitude of the seepage through 

a dam or the discharge of a series of pumping wells are the unknowns to 

be solved, the neglection of the vertical flow is acceptable. Even in 

problems of partial penetrating wells, canals, etc. difficulties can be 

avoided by application of the rule that at a distance of ~ 1~5 D ~ 
the effect of the partial penetration will have vanished, in which K~ 

D = thickness of the aquifer and 

Kv and Kh are the coefficients of vertical and horizontal permeability 

respectively . 

However, as soon as groundwater flow computations must be performed in 

order to get a better insight into the attracting and especially into 

the raising of deeper groundwater with a higher Cl-content, either the 

vertical components of the groundwater velocity must be taken into account 

when dealing with one aquifer, or, in case of mor e aquifers separated by 

semi-p~rmeable layers, the problem must be treated as a more-layer system 

with horizontal flow in the aquifers and vertical flow through the semi

permeable layers . 

I. 
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Thus one arrives at a second basic rule: 

Salt water intrusion problems in groundwater flow can only be treated 

adequately by means of two- or threedimensional analysis with even an 

extra dimension, the time, in non-steady cases. 

The main consequence of this rule is that, if exact solutions are wanted, 

methods must be available to solve partial differential equations, or in 

the case of more-layer systems, to solve simultaneous differential equat

ions. 

Of course in most cases numerical solutions can be found or a solution 

by means of an analogon, and in fact for complicated problems only these 

last two devices may lead to an acceptable result, but exact solutions, 

if they at least can be obtained in such a way that they are fit for 

practical use, are always preferable. 

A second consequence of the given rule is that if vertical flow presents 

itself, also the phenomenon anisotropy may play a role. 

Anisotropy of the underground means that unlike isotropic ground, the 

permeability coefficient of the ground varies with the direction, in a 

homogeneous anistropic aquifer this variation being the same in every 

point of the aquifer. 

In practice, anisotropy occurs more frequently than isotropy; especially 

tne difference in vertical and horizontal permeability in sediments.plays 

an important role. This difference can be considerable and a horizontal 

permeability of over 50 times the vertical permeability is not unusual. 

For this reason the following rule holds: 

With regard to sedimental layers with salt water intrusion problems 

the·anisotropy of the underground always should be taken into account. 

If anisotropy is neglected.and the horizontal permeability is chosen to 

Tepresent the whole ~quifer, the results of the calculation of for instance 

an upcofting of a salt water body will be too unfavourable, as the cal

culated vertical groundwater velocities will turn out to be too high in 

comparison with the real velocities. 
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In analytical computations anistropy does not cause much trouble as far 

as the directions of the main permeabilities eotricide with the direct

ions of the coordinate axes, as in most problems will be the case. 

Then by means of a skilful substitution the difference in the permea

bilities can be eliminated in the differential equation without affect

ing its character. 

For example, consider the differential equation for two-dimensional non

steady flow: 

Divide by Kh and put 2 = a 

Substitute z = az1, 

then 

and the differential equation becomes: 

~ d
1
(p = s, ~ 

0~2. + CJx/· Kh ot 
and this i s again the "normal" differential equation for isotropic ground 

with one permeability (the horizontal one) for all directions: the ground

waterbody has been extracted figuratively in the z-direction with a 

factor : (>1 if Kv < Kh)• 

In this connection it must be pointed out that in anisotropic ground the 

stream- and aequipotential lines are not perpendicular to each other 

(except at points where a streamline has the direction of one of the main 

permeabilities). 

By means of special non-steady pumping tests with partial penetrating 

pumping wells and observation wells at several depths, the values of the 
' horizontal as well as of the vertical permeability may be determined. A 

method for this determination has been worked out at our Institute and 

has been applied with succes. 
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2 . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND CALCULATION TECHNIQUES 

The general differential equation for three-dimensional non-steady 

groundwater flow in the saturated zone in homogeneous, isotropic 

ground runs as follows: 

in ~hich 

~ = the potential head of the groundwater 

x,y,z = place variables 

t = time variable 

Ss = specific storage coefficient 

F(x,y, z ,t) = a function that denotes the way in which water is 

generated or abstracted into or from the groundwater

body under consideration. 

In dealing with steady flow the term with ~ and without inject-

ion or abstraction also the term F can be deleted. In that case 

the differential equation for steady flow through homogeneous isotropic 

ground reduces to the three-dimensional differential equation of Laplace: 

~~cp C>1 C>'l.tp 
. ...L_ cp+ -o 
~-r~z 'd%a-

If there is axial symmetry, the use of cylinder coordinates is obvious; 

the differential equation then becomes: 

The greater number of salt water intrusion problems will be governed 

by the two following differential equations and in this paper we shall 

restritt ourselves to these: 

(two-dimensional flow) 

(three-dimensional 
symmet~~ic flow) 

and to the analogue equations for steady flow (without;r ). 

axial 
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All here mentioned equations are partial differential equations and the 

main problem with them is that unlike ordinary differential equations a 

general solution with some constants cannot be found. A partial differ

ential equation has to be solved together with the initial and boundary 

values. This may be the reason that many geohydrologists do not know 

how to deal with them. However, there are adequate methods to solve 

partial differential equations and some of them will be the subject of 

this paper. 

a. Conformal mapping 

In the first place the very elegant method of conformal mapping must 

be mentioned. This method may be used if the problem is a so-called 

potential flow problem, governed by the differential equation: 

or 

the last one not being of interest for upcohing problems (only hori

zontal flow in two directions). 

In many handbooks on hydrology this method is treated and for the time 

being it will suffice to refer to these books (for a thorough treat

ment the "Theory of Ground Water Movement" by Mrs. Polubacinova-Kochina 

can be recommended) and to draw attention to the fact that almost 

every potential flow problem in homogeneous confined aquifers with a 

constant thickness and straight boundaries and also a number of pro

blems concerning phreatic water or a salt-fresh water interface can 

be solved exactly by means of this complex plane method and especially 

the Schwarz-Christoffel and hodograph version of it. 

b. Integral trans~ormatiQns 

A disadvantage of the metho·d of conformal mapping is that only steady 

two-dimensional problems can be solved and as soon astime or a third 

dimension or seepage through a semi-permeable layer present themselves 

the method cannot be used and other methods have to be applied. Among 

them the integral transformation methods are very powerful tools for 

obtaining exact solutions, but they are surprisingly little known, or 

at least scarcely applied in geohydrology. 
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The integral transformation techniques are based on the fact, that 

by means of a skilful substitution in integral form one of the 

dimensions of the differential equation can be eliminated and by 

continuing this procedure the partial differential equation can be 

reduced to an ordinary differential equation or even to a common 

algebraic equation, which usually will not yield any difficulties 

'for their solution with help of the likewise transformed boundary 

values. The in this way obtained solution must undergo a reverse or 

some·reverse transformations in order to obtain the desired solution 

of the problem. 

b1. Laplace transformation 

The Laplace transformation generally is used to eliminate the time 

variable; so it is most freguently applied to non-steady problems. 

The following example will show us the procedure. 

Consider a confined aquifer of thickness D, infinitely extended in 

y-direction and semi-infinitely in x-direction (o < x < .QD) while the 

aquifer at x=o stands in open connection with an infinite, fully 

penetrating canal. By means of a sudden lowering of the canal level, 

which further is kept constant, a drawdown of thepi~zometric head, 

dependant of time and plac e , is introduced. The initial drawdown 

is assumed to be zero. 

The problem is non-steady and geographically one-dimensional (only 

x-coordinate). 

IX. 

The dr.awdown ~ must be 

determined as a function of 

xand t: (/'= tp(x,t). 

The boundary value problem 

becomes: 
C)~cp s acp 
~"-a.., KO~ 

<p(x1 Q)= 0, tp(o,-t)= H, <p(DO,tj. 0 . . 

in which K and S represent the permeability- and the storage coeffi-

cient of the aquifer respectively. 
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Now the unknown function (x,t) is multiplied by the factor -st e 

and integrated with respect to t from zero t o infinity, thus ob-

taining a new function, independant of 

ao 

f{'fLX.JtJ}-(e- 5 ~ r:p{x.t)d.t .. cp{.x..s) 
'-o 

t: 

(s an arbitrary positive 
value) 

This operation on the function '(x,t) is called the Laplace trans

formation of ~(x,t) and the new function is called the Laplace 

transform, which will usually be indicated by 

of a bar: tp ('X
1

SJ or shortly ip . 

The transformed differential equation becomes: 

'{q,} or by means 

and as <p(x,o) = o (initial value): 

with 

This differential equation is an ordinary one, with only one variable 

x and the device of the transformation is obvious: to eliminate the 

differential quotient ,t~and to reduce it to t he transformed function 

~ , A further advantage of the transformation is that the initial 

value at the same time is incorporated. 

Now the two remaining boundary values still have to be transformed: 
oo ao 

- .I jH -std· [ H _3t] H 'f (..t::'J~/ = . e t = - 4 e u = s 
0 

The transformed boundary value problem thus becomes: 
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with the transformed solution: 
- '..l -I!.~ ·{s q> [x.s) = 2. e ,-

s 

From tables of Laplace transforms the reverse transform can be found 

as: Cfl (1C~ i-) == H er-;c (:w) = Herlc (~· V~) 
and this is the desired exact solution, in which er~c (x.} = comple-

; . 2 iz -~· mentary error function = /-er {.:zJ = 1- vrr 0 e fcl1.,_,.f: . ;nf,6te ) J.J.. 

'indeed, the Laplace transform of this solution: ·H -e e.rrc:Uiilt=J cu; 

can be evaluated to o 
H -~'IGvs se 

Analogue problems with varying water table in the canal and even 

variation according to an arbitrary function of the time F(t) can 

be solved easily by means of the Laplace transformation technique. 

Besides this, numerous other examples could have been given, but from 

this simple example the importance of the Laplace transformation 

method for solution of non-steady problems will have become clear. 

b2. Hankel transformations 

The Hankel transformations can be divided into finite and infinite 

Hankel transformations. Both transformations are applied to axial 

symmetric problems, that is in all problems where the independant 

variable r plays a role. 

By the infinite Hankel transformation the operation is understood 

in which the unknown function q>(r) is multiplied by the factor 

and the product is integrated with respect to r from 

zero to infinity, thus obtaining a new function, denoted as 

Hjcp(rJ! or as_f L«.J , independant of r: 

lf 6<} = f t- rp(r J Jo L•t-J d.r 

in which J,. [ttr) is the Besselfunction of the first kind and of zero 

order and et. has an arbitrary positive value . For instance the trans
{1 1, j 1 -er 

form of · TL,.~ re becomes: -

r [ol.j = J -f e- er: r ]o {.orr· J d.r = J e- c~ J t"'rJ dr = ::=:='==== 
a a Vot ~ c 2 

(Laplac e integral). 
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The main property from which the infinite Hankel transformation 

derives its value for solving axial symmetvic problems. is, that it 

reduces the terms ~~ + f-,~'t , which always occur in the 

differential equations of those problems, to t he transformed function 

itself, as can be shown as follows: 

00 GO 

j( j~+F 'f/.:jrJo(_ .. r)dr =it~£=(:~)} rJ.{otr)dr = 
0 ~ 0 -/Jo (tir)cl. (t f$} == :J0 {cr}r fl-/ r 1J d{ J0 (ctt-J} = 

0 Q 
00 

J;, &.~ J r ~ f + ot.j r J, (_.,,.} dcp = :f0 {'" ':) r :j~ _,_et r J, (."r).q> 
~ ~ 

-cj if d{ r- T, {onJ·} = ,.. J: L"'r-) ~ + rx. r J, &t-J rr - rx·j rpr Lt.ot':)d.r : 
0 D 

, in which Jr, {~r) = Besselfunction 
of the first kind and first 
order. 

So , if the function CpCr) satisfies the condition that both rp 
and ~f vanishes for r = oo , we obtain: 

H { ~ + ; ~} = -r~~ {r?f!F}- o<~~(_~ 
Hen~e, application of the infinite Hankel transformation is possible 

for an axial symmetric problem for which the horizontal velocity at 

r = o is given and the potential drawdown or elevation and the ground

water velocity at infinity can be assumed zero. 
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From the theory of Bessel functions it is known that an arbitrary 

function f(r) under certain conditions can be represented by the 

Hankel-integral as follows: 
00 

{ Cr-j = jo1. A{ot:j :J;, {r«jd.rx. in which 
0 00 

A {a:)= jr- f{rj J;, («rjd.r 
0 

1'\ 

As A{ot.} is the Hankel transform of f(r) or A{ot.} = t{ttj 
the inverse Hankel transformation turns out t o be very simple: 

CO 

~6-/ = ["' f {«} J;. {• «) dct. 

As an example consider infiltration with a constant velocity q 

from a circular pond into an assumed infinitely thick aquifer, 

which will yield a steady, curved phreatic surface. 

III. 

G R 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 

uun;nq 

___ L new water table rr - ""'"L original water table 

tz 

For simplification the water table aquifer·may be approximated to 

a confined aquifer in such a way that the original horizontal water 

tabie coincides with the bottom of the impermeable layer that covers 

the aquifer, while water supply takes place a t the rate q per unit 

time per unit area over a circular disc. 
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The boundary conditions o f the 

curved .unknown phreatic surface 

are thus reduced to boundary 

conditions in a fixed plane. 

Now the elevation ((' of the 

original piezometric head has 

to be determined as a function 

of r and z : cp = q> (r~ z) 

The boundary value problem can be translated mathematically as 

follows: 

rpCao.:zJ = o ~{o~:zJ = o 

Cf {r-, ooj = 0 ~ {r~oJ= q.. 
for o <" ,... .... R - K 

= 0 for ,.. ~ R. 

Hankel transformation with respect to r of the discontinuous boun

dary condition for z = o yields: 
Q6o 

~"" jo ";)! {«~o} = t~ ~{r~o) r~(_Olt-) dr = 

'R 

- .!. j r ~L«Ij d.r = 
KD 

- ~: J, (Of. R) whereupon the transformed boundary value problem 

becomes: 

d 2./f 1L -'\ 

cl.:z'J, - 9( lf> :::. 0 

The solution of this ordinary differential equation is: 

A t::\R. f.. ol - ctz q> [«,~% J-= Kc( :l J, eo(. R..J e 

Inverse infinite Hankel transformation gives the desired solution: 

If (r,z) - "f{· /J- j, {.Ra.Po fr••.V ""'cirx 
0 

which expression can be evaluated in infinite series and thus calcu-

lated for every value of r and z. 
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Along the coordinate axes the integral function reduces to trans

cendental functions, for example along the ·z-axe: 
OD 

cp (t'J_,2_) = ~ ~~ J, (_Roc)e-:z«do< .. } {VR.1
+z1 

.- z) 
0 

(Laplace integral) and along the r-axe: 
00 

Cp (t:o) = ~ j ~ J, {F?JxjJ: {!ex J drt 
D 

l 

(Weber-Schafheitlin 
integral) 

= 2.q,r E:. (_~) 
1fK R 

for o~r~ R and 

for r ~ R 

in which K(z) and E(z) represent complete elliptic integrals of the 

first and second kinds respectively. 

From the theory of Bessel functions it is known that under certain 

conditions an arbitrary function can be represented by a so-called 

Fourier-Bessel series: 

"" r(?Gj =I eh ~ {q:") = c. Jot~") -1--C,_ ~[«~x j+. , ... ad inf. 
h•l 4 

with eh = z. 
2 

i j?c. t Lx) Jo (J(~ J ci.tX. 
a. :r, t..q.J 0 

and in which «, Lh = l, 2, · · · ) are the roots of the equation J:Lc1 = 0 

Now we can consider the integral in this expression as an operation 

performed on the function f(x) and we call this operation the 

finite Hankel transformation + for instance: 
R 

Hh { epb·JJ = j rrp{rj:!, {«~r j dr - Cf{n) 
Q 

Then we immediately can determine the inverse transform: 

and so: 
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Like the infinite Hankel transformation, the finite transformation 
d ~i! I cJ..q> 

also reduces the terms dr"' + r err .to the transformed function 

itself as follows: 

'Hence, application of the finite Hankel transformation is useful in 

axial symmetric problerr.s with given horizontal velocity at r = o 

and given potential distribution at a fixed distance from the centre. 

For example, calculate the unsteady drawdown distribution caused by 

abstracting a discharge Q from a fully penetrating well at the 

centre of a circular island. The aquifer is assumed to be confined. 

tp = cp[rJt) 

~!!! .!..._ iJ rp_ ::s r?/ ucp 
~+ r -y;; I 7fF 

cp-L~ ~). 0 J ff(jlJ t) 2 () 

,,., L"" ~) = 
.t"-+Q ~ 

~ for t > o 
v. .21Tk0 

Finite Hankel transformation with respect to r gives: 

~ oth'" ~ 2 d.$ 
!2.Tri<D - R'a.. Cf =t dt ., 

an ordinary differential equation with solution: 

"' I. j ~ R ~ { { a(n.tt) t C(>c..h.Jt = -. _ 1-exb -~ 
/l:trJ< D ~,z r jd R 

The reverse Hankel transformation yields immediately: 

= 
- ~ 

1fKD 

---------· 
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-
As [ o(:- 'J,"t~hJ 

is the Fourier-Bessel representation on the 
,. :&I 

interval 

we get: 

o ~r~R of the function: ~ 

~ 
TTI<D 

ln R' 
r 

If t tends to infinity the series vanishes and the well-known solu

tion for the steady state is obtained: 

b3. Fourier transformations 

The Fourier transformations can be divided into 

1° infinite sine transformation 

2° infinite cosine transformation 

3° finite sine transformation 

4° finite cosine transformation 

These transformations are useful in solving problems which are not 

axial symmetric as they all eliminate the second differential 

quotient of a variable, for instance 

or 

The operations necessary for these transformations are similar to 

those of the Hankel transforms and it will suffice to refer to the 

survey of integral transformations at the end of this paper. 

In the preceeding, only a few examples of exact solutions for two or 

three-dimensional steady or non-steady problems have been given, but 

there are numerous problems that can be solved by means of integral 

transformation methods. However, most of them are not mentioned in 

geohydrological literature. 
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This is amazing , especially if one realizes that in a branch of s_cience 

where problems are very similar to those in geohydrology, namely the con

duction of heat in solids, multiple solutions for the most different 

problems are being given. Maybe the reason for this must be found in 

a lack of the mathematical instruments which geohydrologists have at 

their disposal? If such is the case, this paper may form a small con

tribution to a better understanding of the possibilities of solving more 

complicat e groundwater problems analytically. 

\ 
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Survey of integral transformations 

Fourier 

A Fin;be 
1 Sihe 

B lt.,finil:e 

1 Sihe 

2 Cosine 

c., f tp{Jc) 1 = crCn) 
= {,cJCjt:.Ps{hXxydx 

0 

00 

j 'fUc}CD.s{..«x)clx 
~ 

' ~ I J t- ~{r-j J, {oa· )Jtr-
o 

e- by oP,~r-c.i:"IDh& 
a.n ol Prt~m 
tabl•s 

~ ~y in i:-41:gra:l:l;,,., 
In HJ e Ct~m/'leJC 
plan~ 

5~~ { ~} ~ s~'i flnJ}-= crL~= 
- L~y,p !f ;,t.hJs.·h[h!"J 

+ t;: {fl>{t!)-t-df,caJJ h=' 

s- '.f cp(«)} = cpL«) z: -; J fp~o<J~in [xoe)dll( 
0 

-;. J ~(.«)eo~ (_x O(.)do< 
0 

IJO J o( fl«j J., (_r«jd.fX. 
0 


